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HITCHIN BOYS’ SCHOOL OLD BOYS’ ASSOCIATION

(Formerly Hitchin Grammar School Old Boys’ Association)

ASSOCIATION NEWSLETTER August 2002

General:

I mentioned in the last Newsletter that Frank Papworth has donated a number of books to the Association. The books are of local interest to the Hitchin area. I have included a list of the books and the guide price obtained from Paul Russell at Eric Moore’s Bookshop in Hitchin. Any offers would be welcomed and the money raised will go into the Association funds. Thanks Frank!

My apologies for the omitted e from the tribute to the late Gordon Browne and to the other two Gordon Brown who I am assured are well.

Here is one for the oldest of our members. I received a request from Margaret Davies who is seeking news of her late father ‘I am trying to trace any records of my father Jack Howard Sharp born in 1904 he was a pupil at this school from 1915-1922. He lived at 18 Bucklersbury Hitchin. I realise this is a long time ago but wondered if there were any archive records or photographs of the school in those days? He was a good cricketer and may have been in a school team possibly? I would be very grateful for any information about the school and his time there.’ I did some research in the School magazines of the period and found Jack recorded in school lists for Spring 1917 in the Remove and Winter 1917 in Upper IV with Miss M.M. Grimes. He is not in any other lists from 1914 to 1920. He did gain a War Service Badge while he was in the Scouts in 1917 but that was the only reference in the Scout notes. Perhaps he was a scout for only a short period. Cricket. I could find no reference in the Cricket Reports. He does not appear in the Batting or Bowling tables for the season for any of the period. If anyone can help please let me know and I will forward it onto Margaret.

Roy Bolton signs in from over the water. He was sad to read of the loss of his old House Captain, Eddie Lester and remembers him trying to clear the elm trees in Elmside Walk (He would have had to get the ball over the Poplars today) and fielding like a panther at cover point; poetry in motion. Also the loss of Tony Russell was another member of the House team at that time and Roy remembers him as a ‘very classy batsman’.

Membership: Numbers have fallen to below 600 as we have lost the 1996 Associate Members who have chosen not to join at this stage. We will keep their details and hope to keep in touch and enrol them at a later date. At the present stage we have only recruited 3 2002 leavers. Unfortunately the arranged occasion for our representative, Mark Russell, to speak to the year 13 leavers had to be cancelled due to the untimely loss of a member of staff, Andrew Tickner.
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We are arranging to put a letter and application form to join the Association in the leavers exam notification envelop and hope this will encourage this year’s ‘crop of new Old Boys to join up. Please encourage any Old Boys that you know who are not members to join. We need 1000+ to make ourselves strong and viable for the rest of this century.

Subs: Could I remind Associate members who left in 1997 that they should now send in their subscription. Ordinary £4 per annum or Term £30 for 20 years (can be paid in three annual payments of £10)

Committee News:
Your new committee met for its first meeting on May 7 2002. The minutes can be found on the website or can be emailed on request. Some of the points we discussed:-

School photographs:
the series in the library is nearing completion. We understand that there was not a photograph between 1982 and 1989 so when the 1982 photos have been copied and put in the library the series will be complete. Our thanks to David Simmonds (1953) who has been doing this work for a number of years now.

There have been a number of requests concerning these photos and we are thinking about making them available via the web. Karim Akhtar (1985) has done a few on the friends reunited site so we might extend this. Let us know your thoughts on this.

Association Tie: We are looking at possible ties and suitable designs. The intention is to have the new tie available for the April Reunion 2003.

Careers Advice: There has been a good response from members and we hope to have the service up and running by the autumn.

HBGS Through the Decades is making slow progress with contributions from the 20s and 30s from Reg Bonfield, Frank Papworth and Phillip Mallpress. David Baines article, which he wrote for the Hertfordshire Countryside magazine, covers the 1940s. We have contributions from Derek Wheeler and John Windsor for the 1950s and a Headmaster’s view of the 70s and 80s by Bill Kaye and David Garvie for the 90’s. Peter Noyce is writing about his time as Director of Music (1979-85). Roger Sexton is going to rack his brains over the summer holidays for the 1960s. I have approached a number of others who I thought might help especially those who were editors of the School Magazine or won the English prize. Paul Linford has agreed to contribute and Michael Burgess (see below) has agreed to do ‘The other side of the coin’ as he puts it ‘On behalf of the John Russell Field Smokers' Society I feel I should put together 3,000 words for your book, but it won't be easy.’ So we are getting there but we are short in 60s, 70s, 80, 90s, in terms of pupil memories. If you feel you would be able to make a contribution then please let me know. I have approached a number of other members, especially if they had the honour of editing the School Magazine during their school careers. I hope to put this together during the autumn and hopefully will have news on its publication date for the next newsletter.

Old Boys Day 2003 will be on the 5th April. Please make a note of the dates and think about organising a party of your contemporaries to the reunion. Is it 10 or 25 or 50 years since you joined or left the school? Then why not make a special event of it? Frank Abbott (1964) will be our guest speaker at the dinner so if you were at school with Frank why not make a special effort to attend this year?
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News of Old Boys:
John Baker (1954) On May 20th I was in Leeds recording an edition of Countdown, which was broadcast on July 1st. My opponent was a Head Science Teacher from Southampton and had already won seven games. I did not hinder her progress to becoming an 'octochamp' (Countdown's word for a maximum eight times winner). The score was 122 - 62 in her favour, but I did get a nine letter word and the final conundrum in three seconds, so was not humiliated. It was a brilliant experience and everyone at YTV was very friendly and helpful.

Peter Roth (1969) After leaving school in 1969, I went to Israel for a year. When I returned I studied Physics at UMIST (University of Manchester Institute of Science and Technology). I graduated in 1974 and went to Israel again, where I have been ever since. Eventually I started working as a computer technician and in 1979 did six months compulsory military service, the last part of which was with the Air Force. 
In 1981, I changed jobs and started working as a programmer for the bottling company of Coca Cola. I weaned my way into system management and communications. I saw a change of two computer systems and the "explosion" of communications from 2400 bits per second to gigabits per second.
After that in 1997, I worked for a bank until 2001 when I moved to Ness, an international outsourcing company as part of the infrastructure team of a court project. I left the bank just in time as last week the bank of Israel shut down the bank after revealing a fraud of $50,000,000, 5 times the value of the bank!
Having done my army service I was called up during the Lebanon war in 1982 and also did reserve duty until three years ago. 
The present situation is frustrating as during the recent holiday one was careful not to travel to the normal leisure spots especially in the north of the country which is scenic and generally cooler. The country being
relatively small brings the tragedies close to the individual, as often one knows relatives or friends of some of the victims.
By the way, have you thought about putting the school photographs for viewing on the site or is their size too much of a problem? (We have it in mind Hon Sec)

Mark Pollard (1974) I wanted to drop you a line to say that I greatly enjoyed the Old Boys Annual Dinner. I must confess that I was a little unsure of what I would find on my first visit back to the school since 1974, but the experience triggered a rush of memories. I was surprised, and somewhat heartened I suppose, to find how little it appeared to have changed over that time. I was also impressed at the numbers of Old Boys who turned out, and from the conversations I had with many of them, thought I would offer a couple of
observations:- it is clear that the power of the Web is having an effect. A number of people mentioned that they had received news of the Association or the event itself, through the website or indirectly through e-mail communications with friends. There is great scope for keeping people more fully informed, and to maintain and widen membership through the Internet; - another big draw was the presence of so many ex-members of staff. The chance to re-new acquaintance with so many staff from my era, most of whom had a profound influence on us all (although we surely didn't always realise it at the time!), was certainly a significant factor for me. Might I suggest that you consider making it a regular feature? It seemed to be universally appreciated by those I spoke to, and I am sure would contribute to enhancing the interest and turnout; - John Gardiner's speech was brilliant - of course! Do you think you could get him to attend every year?
Apologies if I am teaching grandmother to suck eggs, but I thought I should make the effort to give you some feedback. (No much appreciated as we had discussed many of the points raised in committee)

Bob Bowker (1954) Just a few words. I shall be 65 in September and eligible for my bus pass. I've already retired a couple of years and spend a lot of my time playing golf. Never was a very keen sportsman at school but have had some success hitting the little ball. Spent a few years with my family when we moved down here sailing dinghies. Golf much more my scene. I'm pretty fit apart from giving myself a hernia a few weeks ago. Checked out by the hospital today and would have had me in tomorrow to give me the operation. Can't get better service than that can you? I unfortunately had to decline as I am attending the wedding of my Brothers youngest daughter in Hitchin this coming Saturday. Hope the weather is good.

Geoff Allenby (1944) ‘I have left Australia for a while and am now living in Bangkok. I expect to be in England in August, which will be my first visit to England in the summer for 29 years’.

I thought members might have a laugh at this especially if you know the password. ‘Has my membership expired, I cannot access the members site. I probably have the wrong (Yes Geoff you have) password - I thought that it was dinnerladies’-.

Richard Atkinson (1984) I have just finished my PGCE at Exeter University. Teaching History in a Secondary School in Plymouth from September.

Matthew Willoghby (1993) Having studied History at university I went to do teaching in Japan and went on to work for a intellectual property consultancy in Hong Kong, Vietnam and then Japan again. I returned to England, took the necessary exams and now work for a law firm in London although I am currently on a six month secondment to Hong Kong. I was surprised to find on joining my firm that David Day (don't know which year he graduated but a few above me - very good cricketer and hockey player) is a partner there.
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New Members: We welcome the following new members: 
Doug Brodie (1952) after a pre-sea training course off to sea in the Merchant Navy. Altogether spent 11 years at sea (British India Line, P&O, Ellermans, Trinity House and William Holleyman & Sons Pty. Ltd). 2 years in Adelaide as a Marine Loss Assessor then back to UK.3 years at Hawker Siddeley Group factories in Lancashire (programming, systems, etc.). Manchester Liners for 5 years (Systems, DP Manager). Makro for 12 years divided equally between Manchester, Johannesburg and Utrecht. ITT Corporation for 10 years (Amsterdam 8, Oslo 2). Retired from ITT at 60 and then did for 4 years for the Norwegian Telecom divided between Spain and the Czech Republic managing directory publishing companies. Nowadays settled in North Devon occupying my time with Rotary, our local Leonard Cheshire Home, trips to Taunton to watch Somerset and running a company in partnership with my brother-in-law (golfers please take a look at www.181818.net). Have seen or heard of very few Old Boys during the past 50 years.

Richard Westwood (1948) I married in 1962, have 3 children. I went to South Africa in 1970, left there for Canada in 1978 and am still here.

Derek Sarson (1949) I worked in the Agricultural Industry for 20 years including a stint in Nigeria. For the last 30 years I have been involved in the self adhesive labelling business and still run my own business which I founded 15 years ago. I am married with 3 children and 7 grand children. My primary interest after the family is golf, which I play at FRINTON GOLF CLUB. (A recent meeting in the local chippy reminded Richard Whitmore that he was Derek’s patrol leader in the School Scout Troop. – Derek replied: Absolutely correct, Richard may also remember that we both acted in a scouts version of Nicholas Nickleby he was Nicholas and I was Dr Squeers the head I shall always remember the spelling lesson W I N D E R (window)

Carl Harris (1989) As you can tell from the address I have moved a small distance away from Hitchin although my family still live in the area. After leaving the boys school I studied at Statistics and Computing at Portsmouth University. I have been working in IT since University and moved out here to New Zealand about 4 months ago (no regrets!).

Jason Wong (1997) After leaving school I qualified as a Podiatrist at university and am now currently working for the NHS in London running specialist biomechanics and paediatric clinics. I also work in a rehabilitation hospital and am studying for an MSc in Biomechanics Part-time.

Matthew Clarke (2000) I took a gap-year travelling round Asia, Australasia and North-America. Currently in the first year of a Television Production degree at Bournemouth Media School.

Lee Doggett (2001) I am now doing business studies and psychology at NHC Stevenage College. I am hoping to go to Lincoln University in 2003.I am still mates with people from the school.

Ben Smyth (2002) I haven't left yet!! It’s 30th May 2002; I've got my exams starting in a week (and the world cup starting tomorrow :-). As of September I will be taking up a place (unconditional offer -- I worked out sin 10^40, in radians) at Birmingham University.

Stuart McReynolds (2002) Stuart was Head Boy in his year and you may remember that he had to follow John Gardiner at last years Annual Dinner. He acquitted himself well and wish him well with his future studies.
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Nathan Lambert (2002) Left HBS in June 2002, having completed A Levels. Planning to go to Brunel University in Sept 2002, however not confirmed. Hope to Study Law.

Other Old Boys:

Michael Burgess ( 197 ) Of course I'm the bespectacled twit that used to sail Mirror dinghies on the Blue Lagoon with you. Those sailing lessons were excellent. And they certainly contributed more to my career than O-level chemistry. Witness the story at http://byronik.com/kaupo.html and other stories at http://byronik.com/work.html that I wrote while employed by The Log. (When questioned about treating the sailing lake like a fairground he replied) Your recollection of my helmsmanship must be based on the one occasion when we were using an outboard motor and I failed to give way to one of the sailing dinghies. It wasn't that I didn't see it coming up on my left. It just took me way too long to decide whether to push the tiller away from me or pull it towards me. After that incident, I did actually get the hang of it.
On behalf of the John Russell Field Smokers' Society I feel I should put together 3,000 words for your book, but it won't be easy. You may recall that my time at HBGS was perpetually a futile struggle against authority. 
Somehow the Old Boys' Association does not appeal. And, in any case, I'm unlikely to return to England.
I would like a good scan of the school photo between 1968 and 1974 if anyone has one. I am contactable via the Hon Sec.

The School: It is very sad to report untimely death of Andrew Tickner who had taught Science and Physics at the School since 1982. Throughout the year staffing has been a major concern with two members of staff with long term illnesses. But apart from the need for a Physics teacher, there will be a full compliment of teaching staff at the beginning of next term. These include some of the overseas appointments from last year that have decided to stay on. Mr White has moved to take charge of the House system and a new appointment from St George’s School Harpenden is taking over as Head of PE. Mr Purvey is retiring and Mr Simms is taking over as Head of Modern Languages. Welcome news from the USA is that Charles Twigger is returning.

The School is oversubscribed again this year but the closure of Norton School in Letchworth has potential benefits as more boys from Letchworth apply to Hitchin but it is possible that there may be a move the other way as well.

The sixth form intake of 90 is about the usual number. Several boys had tried to gain entry to the Cambridge Sixth Form Colleges but their restricted entry for pupils outside Cambridge has largely prevented this.

Both the Year 7 and Year 8 cricket teams are in the County Finals having seen off notable opposition from schools in the private sector.

On the building front two laboratories are to be refurbished and Dining Hall and North Court toilet facilities are to be upgraded.
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Old Boy Rugby shirts: These are available from Keir Dow at the School. If you would like one or would like more information can get in touch with Keir either via e-mail (keirdow@hotmail.com) or in writing to him at school.

Concert CDs: I still have a few copies left. If you would like one please send a cheque for £5 – payable to HBSOBA (Hon Sec)

Books: Frank Papworth (1936) has kindly donated some books of local interest to the Association. The proceeds of their sale will help swell the coffers. A list of the books is below together with a guide price of what you could expect to pay on a bookshop. If anyone is interested in making a purchase then please contact me (Hon Sec) and I will arrange to get them to you.

History of Hitchin Grammar School Hine 1931 £20
Mirror for the Society of Friends Hine 1930 £45
Hitchin Worthies Hine 1932 £45
The Natural History of the Hitchin Region Edition Hine 1934 £45
History of Hitchin 2 vols. Eric T Moore’s reprint Oct. 1972 £70
Hitchin Old and New Hine 1946 £7.50
The Story of Hitchin Town with drawings by Gerald Ceunis who signed the copy for Frank’s Father) Hine 1954 £10
The Story of the Sun Hotel Hitchin 2nd Edition Hine 1946 £12
An Artist looks at Hitchin (small paperback, a lecture by F.L. Griggs) Intro by Hine £10
A Short History of St Mary’s Hitchin Hine 1936 £7.50
Charles Lamb and his Hertfordshire Hine 1949 £22
Confessions of an Uncommon Attorney 2nd Edition Hine 1945 £12
Relics of an Uncommon Attorney Hine 1951 £12
The Book of Hitchin (No. 457) Anthony Foster 1981 £25
Highways and Byways in Hertfordshire Tompkins and Griggs 1913 £15
The Spirit of Christianity Frederick Seebohm 1916 (Published posthumously. Copy “To W.J.Fitch from Hugh Seebohm) £20
Notes on the Biggin (pamphlet, 1930) W.O.T. & W.J.F. 1923 £7.50
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Contact Address for HBSOBA
Communications for the Association may be sent to me at 25 Chiltern Road Hitchin Herts. SG4 9PJ or phone 01462-457-510 or e-mail Sheila_David@dstancombe.freeserve.co.uk
Or via our website www.oldboysonline.com.
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